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SWOV Fact sheets contain concise relevant knowledge on topics within the road safety 
themes and are updated regularly. Recently updated SWOV Fact sheets can be found on 
swov.nl/fact-sheets. 

Summary 

This fact sheet describes the road safety aspects of public transport and of level crossings – 
places where road and rail networks intersect. Public transport vehicles comprise buses, trams, 
light rail vehicles and trains. This fact sheet relates to road casualties involving a public transport 
vehicle: suicide and casualties caused by a lack of social safety (violence in public transport) are 
not discussed. Apart from public transport and level crossings, the road safety of taxis is also 
addressed.  

In number of registered casualties, public transport crashes compare favourably to private 
transport crashes. The actual number of public transport casualties is unknown, since the number 
of road deaths for each vehicle category (bus, train, tram/light rail) is not registered separately 
(by Statistics Netherlands). The registered1 public transport crashes mainly involve crash 
opponents and much less often occupants of the public transport vehicles themselves. In 2010-
2019, the police registered an average annual number of 21.2 road deaths in crashes with a bus, 
tram or train and only 0.6 road deaths in a bus, tram or train. Casualties among crash opponents 
mostly concern vulnerable road users (pedestrians, cyclists or (light) moped riders). To improve 
road safety of public transport several measures may be taken, such as infrastructural measures 
(safe layout of separate bus lanes and tram tracks, safe level crossings), proper maintenance of 
the public transport infrastructure, a more crashworthy design of bus, train, or tram fronts, or 
systems that facilitate emergency stops. For occupants, safety may be improved by a 
crashworthy interior.  

A relatively large number of train crashes occur at unprotected crossings of passenger routes, 
where barriers or warning lights are missing. Before 2028, ProRail aims to abolish all unprotected 
crossings by protecting them, turning them into split-level crossings or making them inaccessible 
to the public. To improve safety around the railway tracks, rules concerning hazardous road user 
behaviour are enforced by a.o. use of smart cameras.  

Since not much recent research about public transport safety is available, we sometimes had to 
revert to somewhat older studies. The transition toward self-driving cars may have consequences 
for public transport safety; for example when self-driving shuttles take over some of the public 
transport routes.  

 
1. BRON figures (Bestand geRegistreerde Ongevallen in Nederland, police crash registration Netherlands). Note: this 

register is incomplete). 

https://www.swov.nl/en/fact-sheets
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1 How many casualties are caused by public 
transport crashes? 

The actual number of public transport casualties is unknown, since the number of road deaths for 
each vehicle category (bus, train, tram/light rail) is not registered separately (by Statistics 
Netherlands). The registered2 public transport crashes mainly involve crash opponents and much 
less often occupants of the public transport vehicles themselves. Thus, in 2010-2019, the police 
registered an average annual number of 21.2 road deaths in crashes with a bus3, tram or train 
and only 0.6 road deaths in a bus, tram or train. 

Road deaths in crashes with a bus, tram or train as crash opponent mostly concerned vulnerable 
road users (mainly pedestrians or cyclists; see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of the registered number or road deaths by mode of transport in crashes with a busiii, tram or train 

as crash opponent in 2010 – 2019.  

Since 2009, the number of serious road injuries has been too unreliable to determine. What we 
do know is that fewer serious road injuries are sustained in a bus, tram or train, than in crashes 
with a bus, tram or train [1] [2]. 

 
2 BRON figures (Bestand geRegistreerde Ongevallen in Nederland, police crash registration Netherlands). Note: this 

register is incomplete). 
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2 How safe is public transport compared to private 
transport? 

Using public transport is much safer than using private transport. When considering the number 
of registered road deaths per billion kilometres travelled in 2009-2017, the risk of sustaining fatal 
injuries is significantly higher for private transport (bicycle, (light) moped, motorcycle, car) than 
for public transport (see Table 1). At the same time, public transport vehicles do cause a 
relatively large number of serious injuries and road deaths among crash opponents (also see the 
question How many casualties are caused by public transport crashes?). 

Table 1. The risk of fatal road injuries by mode of transport per billion kilometres travelled (2009 – 2017)4. Sources: 

Statistics Netherlands (mobility data) and BRON (registered road deaths). 

Mode of transport Kilometres travelled 
(billion) 

Road deaths Risk of fatal injuries (road deaths 
per billion kilometres travelled) 

Pedestrian 42.591 523 12.28 

Bicycle 132.413 1,203 9.09 

(light) moped 9.718 457 47.02 

Motorcycle 8.673 451 52.00 

Car 1,204.534 1,929 1.60 

Bus (public transport only) 36.178 4 0.11 

Train/tram 161.147 1 0.01 

 

For passengers, travelling by public transport is the safest option, although they do have to walk 
or cycle to and from a bus stop or station. Compared to driving, walking and cycling are relatively 
risky modes of transport. Sometimes, pedestrians are in a rush to catch a bus, cross the road too 
carelessly and get hit by a motorised vehicle [3]. 

 
4. Because of a trend break in mobility data (ODiN) since 2018, a more recent survey of the risks (covering a prolonged 

period) cannot be provided. 
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3 Which crash types involving buses and trams are 
most common? 

In crashes with buses and trams, most casualties occur among crash opponents. This mainly 
concerns vulnerable road users (especially pedestrians and cyclists; also see the question How 
many casualties are caused by public transport crashes?). 

Unfortunately, information about public transport crash types, other than train crashes, can only 
be found in older studies. In an exploratory study of the 1999-2002 crash files of Connexxion (a 
Dutch (sub)urban public transport company), the following five crash types were identified [4]: 

1. Crashes on (separate) bus lanes. 
2. Blind spot crashes. 
3. Braking buses resulting in rear-end collisions. 
4. Driver distraction resulting in a crash; This crash type mainly caused casualties among crash 

opponents and sometimes also among those aboard the bus. 
5. Crashes without crash opponents, but resulting in injuries of people on board. 

In a study of tram crashes in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht, the following three 
crash types are mentioned [5]: 

1. Crashing with left-turning traffic or with road users who are unfamiliar with their 
environment and are therefore searching for their destination, resulting in inattentiveness.  

2. Drivers, cyclists and pedestrians ignoring red traffic lights. 
3. Crashes with pedestrians and cyclists who, while crossing, do not hear or see the tram 

coming, either on the tram track or in mixed traffic areas (sometimes because they are 
listening to music or using their mobile phones). 

4 Is the public transport infrastructure (bus lanes, 
tram tracks, stops) safe? 

Registered crashes show that particularly vulnerable road users are involved in public transport 
crashes. For that reason, locations shared by buses/trams and vulnerable road users are most 
risky.  

Bus and tram stops are a weak part of the public transport infrastructure in terms of road safety. 
1998 research of tram crashes shows that, in order to catch the tram, pedestrians cross the road 
at the location of the tram stop and do not always use pedestrian crossings [6]. To discourage 
such ‘illegal’ crossing behaviour, fences are often installed between the stop tracks. This tram 
stop layout is not always uniform [7], which runs counter to one of the principles for safe road 
design (see SWOV Fact sheet Principles for safe road design). Design uniformity strengthens the 
recognisability and predictability of traffic and helps reduce human errors [8].  

https://www.swov.nl/node/16813
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Tram rails are hazardous for – especially – cyclists. Their bicycle wheels may slip into the rails and 
they may take a fall. Other (or motorised) two-wheelers may skid on the slippery tracks in wet 
weather conditions [9] [10]. 

In Melbourne, research has shown that buses are less often involved in crashes when they drive 
on designated bus lanes (mostly at the right side of the road [11]). Designated tram tracks and 
bus lanes seem safer than roads which allow trams and buses to mingle with other traffic [12]. At 
the same time, drivers turning into a side street may run into conflict with buses, and pedestrians 
will have to cross a wider road which leads to a higher risk. In addition, sufficient space for 
widening the road to create a bus lane is not always available [11]. When building a bus lane it is 
important to limit speed differences between buses and other road users and to safeguard 
interaction between buses and other, mainly vulnerable, road users (such as pedestrians and 
cyclists [12].  

5 What are the main factors in crashes with trams 
and buses? 

Vehicle size 
A public transport vehicle is intended to transport several people and is therefore relatively large 
and heavy. For that reason, crash opponents, often vulnerable ones, sustain more serious injuries 
in crashes involving a bus or tram [13] [14] [15]. The design of the bus or tram front also affects 
injury severity. The (relatively) flat fronts of buses and trams increase injury severity, as casualties 
slam into the steal fronts or glass windscreens at high speed [14] [16]. In addition, public 
transport vehicles have a longer braking distance than other motor vehicles because of their 
weight and, in the case of trams, because of the smooth surface of the rails [1]. Finally, a rail 
vehicle (tram or train) cannot swerve to avoid collision[14].  

On account of its size, a tram or bus may also indirectly be involved in road crashes by blocking 
the sight lines of other road users. In 1997-2002 police reports of crashes near Paris, one of the 
the crash scenarios was that of a car overtaking a bus and overlooking a pedestrian [3].  

Separate priority rules for trams 
Not all road users are well aware of the priority rules for trams being different [6]. If priority is 
not regulated by road signs or signals, trams always have right of way over other traffic. In 70% of 
tram crashes, research dating back to 2000 shows that crash opponents did not give the tram 
right of way, nor let it pass [1]. Warning signals, if sounded too late or too early, are not heeded 
and conflicting signals trigger incorrect reactions [7].  
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6 What are the most important factors in train 
crashes?  

Trains have a longer braking distance than other motor vehicles because of their weight and the 
smooth surface of the rails [1]. In addition, a train cannot swerve to avoid collision[14].  
The main causes of train crashes involving slow crossing traffic (pedestrians, ((light) mopeds, 
cyclists and mobility scooters) are: 1) passing around or under closed or closing barriers, not 
being fast enough (60%); 2) falling down and/or vehicle problems (30%). The main causes 
involving fast traffic are: 1) stopping or stranding on the level crossing (60%); 2) passing under or 
around closed barriers (25%); and 3) crossing too slowly (5%). At train stations, travellers are 
sometimes hit by a passing train [17]. Crashes at level crossings that are merely light-controlled 
are mainly caused by a failure to notice the level crossing or the flashing light, and/or the train on 
time (68%) [18]. Also see the question How (un)safe are level crossings?. 

7 Why are seatbelts not mandatory in public 
transport?  

In the urban area, seatbelts are not mandatory in public transport buses [19], because other 
considerations than safety apply. Frequent boarding and alighting make it impractical to require 
passengers to wear seatbelts. Seatbelt requirements would also prohibit standing passengers and 
adversely affect the transport capacity of buses, trams or trains [20]. Seatbelts are, however, 
required in coaches and in buses that drive ≥ 100km/h. Not much is known about the safety 
benefits of seatbelts in trams and buses. Mathematical models and simulation models resulted in 
estimates that wearing (especially three-point) seatbelts in buses may reduce injury severity in 
case of a roll-over crash, provided all occupants wear them properly [21]. No account was taken 
of possible injuries sustained because of the seatbelts. An analysis of train crashes showed that 
seats with seatbelts possibly increase injury risk, compared to seats without them [22]. 
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8 Are seated passengers safer than standing 
passengers?  

In trains, trams and buses, passengers are allowed to either stand or sit down. In the event of a 
major brake delay, standing passengers run a higher risk of taking a fall and getting hurt than 
seated passengers, and older standing passengers even more so [23]. In public transport, major 
brake delays occur less often than in cars. This is because of the weight (mass) of the public 
transport vehicle and because of the smooth surface of tram and train rails. 

A review, mostly based on studies of falls in buses and other public transport, shows that, in a 
bus or tram, the risk of a fall and subsequent injury (not following a crash) is relatively low: only 
0.3-0.5 travellers per million kilometres take a fall [24]. Older bus passengers do run an increased 
risk of serious injuries after a fall [25]. Older standing passengers more often take a fall than 
younger passengers, not only when the bus suddenly brakes, but also when it accelerates, 
particularly soon after boarding [26]. Some driver manoeuvres, such as pulling away, overtaking, 
changing lanes, and turning appear to increase the risk of more serious injuries for standing 
passengers [25]. 

9  Is crash risk relatively high for taxi or Uber 
drivers?  

Research into taxi crashes in 2001-2018 shows that the number of serious taxi crashes increased 
from 2015 to 2018, particularly in cities such as Amsterdam and Utrecht [27]. Young taxi drivers 
do not prove to be overrepresented. A possibly higher risk for Uber drivers could not be 
determined. Uber taxis were included in the selected crashes, but the analysis could not 
distinguish between different types of taxi providers [27]. 

10 How (un)safe are level crossings? 

From 2012 to 2016, Prorail registered an annual average of 32 railway crashes; they accounted 
for an annual average of 13 fatalities or serious injuries [18]. The Netherlands thus take fifth 
place in a list of 28 safest railway countries (of all EU countries, plus Switzerland and Norway), 
after corrections for the number of train kilometres and population density [18].  

Table 2 shows the number of railway crashes for passenger lines, which are responsible for 
almost all fatalities and serious injuries (97% in 2012-2016), identified by the extent to which the 
crossing is protected. 
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Table 2. Number of level crossings, crashes and fatalities for passenger lines5.  

Crossing category  
(passenger lines) 

Number of 
railway crossings 

Annual number 
of crashes 

Annual fatalities 
and serious injuries 

Protected by lights and barriers 1507 63% 20.8 65% 10.6 79% 

Protected by lights only 19 1% 0.2 1% 0 0% 

Unprotected –public level crossing 117 5% 3.2 10% 2.2 16% 

Unprotected private level crossing 214 9% 0.6 2% 0.2 2% 

Total number of passenger lines 1857 78% 24.8 78% 13.0 97% 

 

In 2012-2016, most road casualties occurred at Active Level Crossings (ALCs; see Figure 3). But, 
relatively speaking, more casualties occurred at Passive Level Crossings (PLCs; Figure 3) in that 
same period. Passive level crossings accounted for approximately 16% of all railway deaths and 
serious injuries, while PLCs made up only 5% of the main railway network (see Table 2). When 
the railway intersects with a private road, electric fences and St Andrew’s crosses6 are often 
missing; however, on these roads crossing traffic is extremely limited. 

 
Figure 2. Left: illustration of a Passive Level Crossing (PLC), usually only protected by St Andrew’s crosses6 and warning signs. Right: illustration of an 

Active Level Crossing (ALC) protected by (half) barriers, St Andrew’s crosses, warning signs, sound and light alarms. 

 

In defiance of barriers and warnings, travellers still cross the railway quite frequently. Also see 
the question What measures are taken to improve road safety around railway tracks? 

 
5. Table 2 originates from research by the Dutch Safety Board [18]. The number of level crossings is the mid-2017 

number, the annual number of crashes/casualties are averages for 2012-2016. The percentages (per column) are 

expressed as values for the entire main railway network (passenger lines and freight lines combined: 2.375 level 

crossings, annual number of casualties for the entire railway network 13,4).  

6. A St Andrew’s Cross is a red/white cross indicating the number of tracks at a level crossing, each cross indicates one 

track.  
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11 What measures are taken to improve road safety 
around railway tracks? 

Several measures are taken to improve road safety around railway tracks. The Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Water Management and Prorail are working on two programmes to improve 
railway safety: the PLC programme and the National Level Crossing Improvement Programme 
(NLCIP) [17] [18](see below). Furthermore, the frequently used Flitsmeister app now also warns 
drivers when they approach a passive level crossing which is known to be hazardous [28].  

PLC programme – approach to unprotected level crossing 
The purpose of the PLC programme (PLC = Passive Level crossing; NABO in Dutch = Niet Actief 
Beveiligde Overweg) is to protect or abolish all public PLCs for passenger lines before 2028, or to 
render them publicly inaccessible [18]. The crossings will be protected (33%), will be turned into 
split-level crossings (16%), will be abolished (47%) or rendered publicly inaccessible (4%) [17] 
[18]. Abolishing unprotected level crossings will probably prevent most PLC crashes and 
casualties, even if the safest level crossing is one at which road users cross a railway track at split-
level. Or as ProRail concluded: ‘the safest level crossing is no crossing’ [29]. 

NLCIP 
The NLCIP (NLCIP = National Level Crossing Improvement Programme; LVO in Dutch = Landelijk 
Verbeterprogramma Overwegen) aims to improve level crossings throughout the Netherlands by 
e.g.: optimising closure periods (the time a level crossing is closed), influencing traveller 
behaviour, making level crossings more conspicuous, or by offering a safe way out to individuals 
caught between closed barriers [30]. In 2018, Prorail started a pilot with smart cameras at two 
level crossings in the town of Hilversum to facilitate fining for misconduct at level crossings. The 
cameras are able to observe deviant behaviour, such as red light negation or stopping on the 
level crossing. Most fines (80%) were imposed for red light negation. In addition, drivers regularly 
stop on the level crossing or drive onto it while traffic at the other side is jammed [31]. Every 
week, enforcement activities take place at different level crossings throughout the country to 
fine pedestrians and cyclists for dangerous behaviour (a.o. slalom behaviour, walking or riding 
around closed half-barriers) [31].  
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12 What measures may improve road safety of 
buses and trams? 

Several measures may improve road safety of public transport. They may be subdivided into 
three categories: infrastructure, vehicle, and behaviour.  

Infrastructure 
Sustainable Road Safety advises to align traffic flows and modes of transport in speed, direction, 
mass, size and degree of protection (also see SWOV fact sheet Sustainable road safety). The 
objective is to design the traffic environment in such a way that serious crashes are prevented, 
and to reduce injury severity when crashes are inevitable. The weight and size of public transport 
vehicles requires them to be separated from slow and vulnerable road users to a maximum 
extent. This will be achieved by creating well-situated, designated bus lanes and tram tracks. At 
locations where the road is shared, reliable and timely tram alert facilities could also improve 
safety [7]. In principle, buses should be allowed to stop on the carriageway on low-speed roads. 
Each bus stop should, however, be examined for road safety consequences (for example: does a 
stop location leave enough space for other traffic to pass?). If not, creating a bus bay may be a 
solution [32].  

Masking effects along a track or road which may cause public transport drivers to overlook 
vulnerable road users should be remedied. Crossing a bus lane or tram track may also be 
discouraged (by a gravel or grass bed between tram tracks and/or fences between tracks/bus 
lanes) [5] [6].  

Finally, infrastructure maintenance is also important. When servicing tracks, switch breaks and 
defects or track twists should be noticed and repaired on time [33] [34]. Such anomalies could 
result in derailments and, thus, in crashes.  

Vehicle 
Appropriate design of (the front of) public transport vehicles could limit injury severity for 
vulnerable road users. A pedestrian will be left with fewer injuries if the tram front does not have 
protruding elements, if there is enough space underneath the tram and if the tram has underrun 
protection [16]. Passengers could be protected by chairs that do not have protruding or sharp 
elements, and by soft and yielding arm and back rests [4].  

Public transport vehicles are often equipped with systems to reduce crash risk. Trams are 
equipped with an automatic sanding system that sands the rails in case of an emergency stop, 
which increases friction and reduces braking distance [14]. Truck drivers are supported by 
systems for blind spot detection and signalling, which allow them to detect cyclists and 
pedestrians around the blind spot of their trucks [35]. These systems could also increase the road 
safety of (public transport) buses and trams. Finally, automatic pedestrian detection could 
improve the road safety of buses and trams as well [36].  

https://www.swov.nl/node/16785
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Behaviour 
For the safety of public transport passengers, drivers should avoid manoeuvres that increase the 
risk of a fall, such as sudden acceleration, taking sharp turns, and heavy braking [25]. Misconduct 
by road users on level crossings should be discouraged and fined with the help of more smart 
cameras and by drawing attention to the dangers by a public service campaign (also see the 
question What measures are taken to improve road safety around railway tracks?). 
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